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•Program Development
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM



INSTITUTIONAL CULTURE

• No pre-existing relationship between the undergraduate college and Residence 
Life

• Vacuum of environmental impacts
• Anchors rooting the student experience

• Traditions

• Alcohol and drug culture

• “Geographical diversity”

• Institutional focus on recruiting to the city and not the university

• Nebulous student and academic culture



INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY

• Hurricane Katrina

• New Senior Leadership

• Housing and Residence Life Reorganization

• Newcomb-Tulane College Restructuring

• Undergraduate Student Experience Task Force



UNDERGRADUATE TASK FORCE

Undergraduate Student Experience Task Force (2015) findings:

“We do not present an adequate number of opportunities for all of our 
students to engage with faculty and staff through structured mentoring, 
residential interactions, and well-defined easily accessible academic and co-
curricular programs.” 



UNDERGRADUATE TASK FORCE

“Frame the undergraduate experience by focusing on 
connections between residential life and academic 
programs.”

• Explore strategies to connect faculty-driven academic programs to residential 
floors or halls

• Implement a robust student learning outcome and satisfaction data collection 
process to drive institutional programs and services

• Implement programs to support persistence and retention



PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Year One to Present



RFM PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

• The Residential Faculty Mentor (RFM) program increases full-time faculty 
engagement with undergraduate students in residence halls and fosters academic 
life outside of the classroom by inspiring a curiosity for, and openness to, lifelong 
learning.

• By pairing Tulane professors with first-year residence halls, the program creates a 
blended learning community and enhances the academic culture by transforming 
the undergraduate experience in the halls. 

• Residential Faculty Mentors offer co-curricular experiences for students that 
facilitate learning, leadership development, and holistic student growth.



Y1: BUILDING THE TRACK WHILE THE TRAIN WAS RUNNING 

CHALLENGES

• Program development and logistics

• Faculty recruitment timeline

• Roles and responsibilities

• Upper-level administration

• Facilities

• Faculty tool kit

• Training and feedback loops

• Assessment

• Faculty culture

• Defining success

• Communication

• Program recognition

SUCCESSES

• Recruited high profile faculty

• Budget secured in short notice

• Institutional support

• Good relationship

• Training

• The program ran for a whole year and 
nothing blew up…..





Y2: BETTER BUT NOT EASIER

• NTC and HRL program administrators both on 
maternity leave

• Roles and responsibilities

• Administrative issues 

• Faculty culture

• RFM groupings

• Communication

• Disconnect of faculty and students needs and wants

• Programming logistics

• Shopping
• Role of RAs
• Marketing
• NTC vs HRL

• Function of lobby hours

• Assessment

• Program development

• Success defined

• Experienced staff involved

• Training

• Added additional building to program

• Clearer lines of communication and roles and 
responsibilities

• Faculty felt comfortable in residence halls

• Reframing lobby hours

• Institutional memory and context

• High retention of RFM team (10/12)

• Positive experiences for those who departed

CHALLENGES SUCCESSES



Y3: MAYBE WE’RE FIGURING THIS OUT…..

• Key staff member left their role

• Ordering supplies/food for programming

• Realizing we don’t have formal documents to represent 
the program

• Expensive program to run

• Communication

• Faculty recruitment

• Culture:

• Building culture figured out

• Culture of RFM established

• Change in student culture in the halls

• Collaboration between faculty is less 
competitive/comparative

• More productive meetings

• More connectedness between building entities

• Emergent practices for RFM programming/lobby hours

• Administrative systems functioning

• Student connections stronger

SUCCESSESCHALLENGES





HOW WE GREW THE PROGRAM

• Pressure to Succeed

• Intentional Steps:
• FYE Conference- Wake Forest
• Researching best practices

• Call w/ Wake Forest
• RCS Conference at Vanderbilt

• Assessment
•Grounding in the literature



LESSONS LEARNED



ONE GOAL. TWO PERSPECTIVES.

• Focus on retention

• Foster academic culture outside 
the classroom

• Increase faculty-student 
interaction outside  the 
classroom

• Participation in Retention

• Changing culture in/of the halls

• Increase faculty-student 
interaction outside  the 
classroom

ACADEMIC CONTEXT RESIDENCE LIFE CONTEXT



“I feel like a glorified RA.”



LESSONS LEARNED

• Program Administration: Co-Sponsorship v. 
Shared Governance

• Communication

• Navigating Politics

• Training

• Faculty

• Assessment



CO-SPONSORSHIP VS. SHARED GOVERNANCE

• Differentiated commitment level

• Differing priorities

• Time commitment varies

• Financial contribution varies

• Relationship level varies

• Undefined accountability

• Equal commitment

• Aligned priorities

• Relationship based

• Co-Navigated political 
landscapes

• Co-created university systems

• Accountability Practices

CHALLENGESCHALLENGES



COMMUNICATION . SO MUCH COMMUNICATION.

• Between our offices

• Between the team and RAs/RDs

• With Faculty

• With Students

Lessons Learned

• More efficient meetings

• Faculty- less is more and be 
intentional

• Students- anything and 
everything



ASSESSMENT- WHAT ARE WE MEASURING?

• How did we define success?

• Identifying methods and tools
• Already existing data (CIRP, NSSE, Skyfactor)

• Residence Life data

• RFM Mechanisms

• RFM Program Surveys

• Over-surveying

• Data collection methods

Lessons Learned

• Methodology for reaching students

• Data must come from many sources

• Move beyond quantitative data

• Faculty input, initially, weighs more

• Central collection point



FACULTY CONSIDERATIONS

• Recognizing how to train, communicate 
with faculty recognizing different aims 
and goals of our departments

• Introducing faculty to new mode of 
faculty-student

• Faculty v. staff power

• Keep the focus on academics

• Faculty compensation

• Faculty bias 

• Administrative burden

Lessons Learned

• Roles and responsibilities
• Training

• Programming

• Student engagement

• HRL Operations

• Logistics and coordination

• Clear expectations

• Lines of communication

• Time considerations





OUTCOMES

• Unintended positive consequences
• Students mentioning RFM program in RA 

applications

• Faculty relationships

• Change in residence hall culture

“Made me feel welcome 
at Tulane”

“Helped to connect me to 
other resources”

“I have SO much more knowledge on how the University works just by 
hearing about my other colleague's days. Meanwhile, I consider my fellow 
RFMs friends. We spend time together socially. I also have gotten a better 
understanding of how departments and programs can work together.”



IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

• What institutional goals are you trying to meet?

• Who are your program champions?

• Who do you need to buy in?

• How does your campus define positive return on investment? 

• What does meaningful faculty compensation look like on your campus? 

• How would you define success for this program on your campus?

• How does this program ensure an equitable experience for students?  



QUESTIONS?



Thank you!

Allison Cruz, acruz5@tulane.edu
Danielle Klein, dklein1@tulane.edu
success.tulane.edu/programs/residential-faculty-mentors


